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Abstract 
Adultery was exposed to penalties about 150 years ago Penal Code 1860 exempting 

women from all responsibility for sexual offences. Although certain provisions of the 

Codes were updated over the duration and time specifications, there are still no 

adjustments to the provisions on adultery. The legislative requirements involved seem 

in constitutional but the interpretations of the judiciary seem to be favourable. This 

report measures the legislative and societal provisions of adultery in the 21st century. 
The rule of adultery is studied not only as a flaw but causes intimate relationships 

outside of the union. The legislation appears to support women but the law renders 

women more insecure in society, owing to its weakness, which often removes legal 

rights away from women. The article rationally defines the importance of amending 

the Code after examining the matter at both corners of the table.
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Introduction 
The conflict between the liberty of the individual (sexual liberty) and the safety of the society (towards abnormal sexual 
behaviour) are difficult to reconcile. It gets further complex in a developing, multilingual, heterogeneous society like India. 

Interaction amongst law and sex has posed numerous problems in the culture, civilisation and at the international also. The desire 

of sex is so strong that it is controlled by several social means, such as ruling, religion, ethics, customs, public opinion etc. With 

the gradual advancement and stepping in new era, religion as a way of social regulator turn out to be weak and law developed 

as a robust and effective measure of social control for guiding sexual conduct.  

But those sexual values which law enforces are inherently guided and approved by the religious norms in other words sexual 

values that are permissible by the religion only. The reason behind this is obvious as from way back i.e. centuries back religion 

was the most important and sacred institution which governed almost the aspects of the life. It was the source which regulated 

all the conducts of the human. Connection amongst law and sex has postured numerous issues in the general public. Sex is 

essential inclination to every individual. The desire is strong to the point that it is controlled by different social means, for 

example, law, religion, ethics, traditions, general feeling and so on. With the progression of time, religion as methods for social 

control ended up feeble and law developed as a solid and the best methods for social control. Sexual qualities tried to be 

controlled by law are those which are reasonable by religion by and large. All things considered, couple of hundreds of years  

back religion was the most imperative methods for social control and authority of sexual teach.  

The society is inherently dynamic in nature and like living creatures it evolves too. Hence it can be said that it is too living. The 

same analogy can be for the law. Since the laws govern a society, so if the society evolves then the law too should evolve. For 

example the case of Sati Pratha, a social value which considered as necessity in the past but today is equivalent to murder or we 
can say suicide. In parlance with sexual values we take see about Bigamy practise, which was once religiously and morally 

accepted but today is an offence under many countries laws (exception lies with the Islam laws where it is perfectly valid) like 

an offence under Indian Penal Code. There may possibly be very narrow area where sexual intercourse outside marital bond may 

be legally inoffensive or only eligible for civil remedy. 
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However, grave forms of sexual delinquencies have been 

recognised as crimes under law e.g. rape, aggravated forms 

of rape, intercourse by the husband with his wife during 

judicial separation, outraging the modesty of women, selling 

or buying minors for the purpose of prostitution, unmarried 

motherhood, abortion, kidnapping, enticement, abduction, 

criminal elopement, unnatural offence, adultery, etc. [1] It is 

worth calling attention to that specific sexual lead does not 

offer ascent to criminal risk all things considered. For 

instance, inbreeding is a restricted demonstration under 

Hindu law, yet IPC does not remember it as a free offense. 
Correspondingly homosexuality between consenting grown-

ups despite the fact that an offense in India [2] is not any more 

an offense in England, West Germany, Norway and a few 

other western nations gave that it isn't done in an open place. 

It shows smoothness concerning sexual qualities. 

Consequently, it ends up important to ask the lawful position 

regarding infidelity as it appreciates an impossible to miss 

circumstance on penological range in the general public.  

The term "adultery" has its origin in the Latin term 

adulterium’. It is understood as a voluntary sexual action by 

a married person with another married or unmarried 

individual. Almost every religion condemns it and treats it as 

an unpardonable sin. Notwithstanding, this isn't reflected in 

the correctional laws of nations. By the by, all the lawful 

frameworks perpetually do remember it as a ground for 

looking for separate from the errant companion. Adultery 

means sexual intercourse between a married woman and man. 

From punishment point of view only man is guilty of the 
offence and woman cannot be held liable even as abettor. But 

matrimonial law does not practice such discrimination. It is 

aground of divorce if adultery is committed by a married man 

or married woman. The study probes whether such 

discrimination is justifiable or not. Definitional problems 

require in-depth analysis and probe in order to reach an 

agreed formulation. Adultery involves mental as well as 

physical action. The overt act of adultery cannot be 

committed unless mental adultery has been accomplished. 

Spooning seems to be the potent cause which generally leads 

to mental adultery and that finally drives the person in the 

overt act of adultery i.e. criminal sexual intercourse. There 

are thousands of ways of seducing a woman. An effort may 

be made to find out them from the decided cases. In order to 

provide meaningful remedial measures, it becomes necessary 

to look into the causes of adultery. Historically speaking, 

adultery has been regarded as wrong from very beginning. 
Even in religious scriptures, such as Bible it has been taken 

as strictly prohibited conduct. In Bhagavad-Gita the 

consequences of sexual misconduct have been well noticed. 

Adultery as a sin has a long chequered history. The offence 

which is intimately associated with marriage requires to be 

looked into it from historical perspective. It was also 

prevalent during the ancient Hindu era. The time of 

Mohammedan witnessed an increase as sexual appetite 

displayed freely. The rulers held 'Harem' for their sexual 

gratification and pleasure. Offenses toward sex, like adultery, 

often took place during the English time and intensified after 

the growing influence of Western liberal ideals, urbanization, 

and industrialisation. Changing religious norms, the 

establishment of Western ideals, adultery cessation and 

                                                           
1 Section 375, 376 A, 376 B, 376 C, 376 D, 354,372,373,377,497 IPC, 

1860 etc.  

  

gayness in certain countries are the key cause of the rise in 

adultery and other sexual crimes between consenting adults. 

Currently, criminal law views differ between nations. 

Adultery in England and several countries in Europe has 

stopped being an offense; it has earned milder sentences. In 

India, the request is being raised with regards to the 

amendment of sec, 497 which gives discipline to the offense 

of adultery. Consistently it has produced wrangle about 

adultery. In India, there is inclination to transplant outside 

encounters without inquisitive in the matter of whether they 

are great from the perspective of Indian conditions. Western 
improvements are taken as objectives to be sought after in 

Indian culture without fundamentally inspecting them. It is 

trusted that the examination would give up to this point 

obscure foundation to the assessment of the conditions 

supporting maintenance or cancelation of adultery as an 

offense. Theoretical Perspectives  

The interest in the public arena has reliably indicated sexual 

affairs. The problems were often felt to keep the rider sincere 

with sexual exercises for goodness. The dilemma may have 

been in the public at large from its conception but may have 

agreed to implore misleading steps as a consequence of the 

evolution of the family foundation. When research and 

engineering evolved throughout the general population, 

certain social facilities like marriage were attacked. Late 

modernisation has brought about the disconnection of the 

family organisation with urbanization, industrialization and 

the population boom. Until now they both had tough 

struggles with living. Many well-known societal misconduct 
systems, such as unnatural sex, unmarried parenthood, 

untimely pregnancy, assault, hijacking, allurement, 

abduction, prostitution, interbreeding, lewd attack and so 

forth occur. There is an upward pattern among the general 

population regarding these sexual offences. In view of the 

increasing number of authorisations and legal declarations, 

the field of real blue sexual acts has become substantially 

limited. In its measured opinion, this portion takes note of the 

adultery with any general view. Under Indian penal rule, also 

the abettor cannot prosecute the married woman who is a 

party to adultery. The causes may possibly be the social and 

economic backwardness of women and their unique Indian 

circumstances. Sowmithri Vishnu v. The Supreme Court 

noted that the individual who has an illegitimate relationship 

with another man is a survivor and not the suspect of the 

crime and only a clear extra-marital relationship of a 

particular kind is a breach of the relationship between a man 
and a married woman. The offense of adultery being sexual 

offense has to be seen with reference to criminological 

science viewpoint as well. There is a thin mass of boundary 

between adultery and assault. In the event that there is assent 

and the lady is married one, sexual intercourse sums adultery. 

Thusly, it winds up important to make brief reference to 

different criminological tests to judge assent, age and sexual 

intercourse, and so on. It might be reviewed that in segment 

497 of the Indian Penal Code it has been said that sexual 

intercourse must not add up to assault so an investigation into 

the different medico legitimate viewpoints identifying with 

assault winds up vital. The major distinction lies in assent. 

Along these lines help of measurable tests might be taken.  

  

2 Naz Foundation V Union of India  
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AIR 1985 SC 1618.  

The causes of adultery and sexual offences may be divided 

under following heads: - (a) Religious (b) Biological (c) 

Psychological (d) Social (e) Economic  

(a) Religious- “Religion in modern times has become and 

lost its effectiveness as a means of social control. The 

impact of western culture, liberal values, secular 

education, substantial fever for materialistic life and 

things have unquestionably offered ascend to expanded 

sexual wrongdoing in the general public. Individuals 

have turned out to be less apprehensive of religious 
sanctions for abusing religious headings. Hence, 

profound quality has lost much essentialness attributable 

to present day provocative life. The essential reason is 

absence of religious training and dismissal of good 

qualities.” All religions forbid sexual desire. The 

Sermons of the Mount forbids even a lascivious take a 

gander at a lady "whoever looketh on a lady to crave her 

both submitted infidelity with her in his heart [4]. Lack of 

faith in God also, skeptical nature of man prompts 

commission of wrongdoing.  

(b) Biological- Sex is a biological imperative, but gender 

regulation is attractive, considering the valid public 

interest. An instance of reprobate sexual behaviour can 

be early physical development. Both individuals rely on 

their own characteristics and biophysical influences, no 

matter whether male or female and the intensity of sexual 

feelings. Some people have a greater sexual appetite, 

though some people are inactive. The difference of these 
sexual activities stems directly from the circumstances 

of gonad organ, which in certain people are more 

dynamic than others. Another explanation for cheating is 

spousal impotence. Sexual infringements are often 

growing regardless of the protection of modern 

maternity and venereal disease medications. There has 

hardly been a fear of unintended conception through the 

usage of multiple contraception and condoms. It is a 

question of sexual satisfaction deciding.  

(c) Psychological- Human experience plays a major role in 

deciding an individual's actions against an act. There is a 

risk of having sex outside of marriage whether a man or 

woman has an unselfish spouse that may not have sex. 

Often, since learning that a spouse is unfaithful, the other 

partner has illegitimate affairs with someone else outside 

of marriage, not in attempt to deceive the partner but only 

in order to seek vengeance and commit adultery for the 
other partner's behaviour.  

  

Dr. Puran Batria, Sex and Crime in India, 117 (1992, l" ed.).  

(d) Social- “There are various social causes, which are 

responsible for sexual delinquency. Family, cultural 

problems, ecological factors, etc. may be cited by way of 

examples.  
(e) Economic- The society is increasingly becoming more 

materialistic and the lust for materialistic goods, drive 

people to earn money or get such things by any means 

legal or illegal. Poverty and unemployment force women 

to indulge in such kind of sexual behaviour. The cases 

have also been reported where male members had gone 

to work abroad and the wives indulge in sexual 

intercourse with male prostitutes.  

 

Thus, there is multitude of factors which are responsible for 

causation of sex offences. Social and moral values have lost 

their control.” By and large a diagnostic approach should be 

taken to make the society free from sex crimes.  

  

Matrimonial Facets  
There are a number of explanations why adultery is not 

extraordinary in India. Its characteristic and unformal quality 

is seen by the way that sexual offense is often a crime against 

marriage association. Adultery is also the reason for civil 

separation as a separation in family law, and thus its 

significance cannot be disregarded from a wedding point of 

view. It attacks the foundations of marriage by strengthening 
social and sexual relations in the general population, without 

marriage. The significance of adultery has shifted over and 

over again. The term adultery has been characterized in 

various ways. Disallowance or taboos against are discovered 

for all intents and purposes in each general public. Without a 

doubt adultery shows up as widespread what's more, in a few 

occasions is as regular as marriage. “This part considers 

marital parts of adultery with a view to discovering marital 

approach on adultery. The exchange will likewise have 

pertinence in managing protected and criminological parts of 

adultery.  

 

Adultery and Matrimonial Laws  
(i) The Hindu Marriage Act- Under Hindu law adultery is a 

ground of judicial separation and divorce. Sec. 10 and sec. 

13(l) (i) of the Act deal with judicial separation and divorce 

respectively. Sec. 10 which deals with judicial separation 

runs as follows [5].  
1) Either party to a marriage, whether solemnized before or 

after the commencement of this Act, may present a 

petition praying for a decree for judicial separation on 

any of the ground s specified in subsection (1) of Section 

13, and in the case of a wife also on any of the ground s  

 

Sec. 10, the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955. Specified in sub-

section (2) thereof, a s ground s on which a petition for 

divorce might have been presented;  

2) When a judicial separation order h has been enacted, the 

applicant shall no longer have to reside with an 

interlocutor, however the court can revoke the order if it 

is considered a fair nd, on the request of both party and 

d to have satisfied itself with the truth of the claims of 

that request. Chapter 13(l) I discusses adultery divorce. 

It states: Within a petition filed by either a husband or a 

wife, any marriage solemnized, whether prior or after the 
beginning of this Act, can be dissolved by a Declaration 

of divorce on the basis that the other side - I has 

voluntary sex with any individual other than its spouse 

after the solemnisation of marriage.  

 

(ii) The Indian Divorce Act, 1869: Section 22 of the Indian 

Divorce Act, 1869 deals with Judicial separation, it provides. 

No decree shall hereafter be made for a divorce a mensa et 

toro, but the husband or wife may obtain a decree of judicial 

separation, on the ground of adultery, or cruelty, or desertion 

for two years or upwards, and such decree shall have the 

effect of a divorce a mensa et toro under the existing law, and 

such other legal effect as hereinafter mentioned. Section 10 

of the Indian Divorce Act, 1869 deals with dissolution of 

marriage and runs as: (1) Any marriage solemnized, whether 

before or after the commencement of the Indian Divorce 

(Amendment) Act, 2001, may, on a petition presented to the 
District Court either by the husband or the wife, be dissolved 
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on the ground that since the solemnization of the marriage, 

the respondent — (i) has committed adultery  

(iii) The Dissolution of Muslim Marriage Act, 1939- Sec. 

2 of this Act provided that a Muslim woman may obtain a 

decree for the dissolution of her marriage on any one or more 

of the following grounds mentioned therein. Although 

adultery has not been mentioned but some other vague 

grounds have been mentioned. Sec. 2(viii) says that the 

husband treats her with cruelty, that is to say, associates with 

women of evil repute or leads an infamous life or attempts to 

force her to lead an immoral life, or if he has more wives than 
one does not treat her equitably in accordance with the 

injunctions of the Quran [6].  

(iv) The Parsi Marriage and Divorce Act, 1936- This Act 

lays down that any married person may sue for divorce on the 

ground that the other spouse has since the marriage 

committed adultery or fornication or bigamy or rape or 

unnatural offence provided that divorce shall not be granted 

on this ground if the suit has been filed more than two years 

after the plaintiff  

  

Sec. 2, The Dissolution of Muslim Marriage Act, 1939.  

Came to know the fact [3]. Sec. 34 of the Act provides that any 

married person may sue for judicial separation on any of the 

ground s for which such person could have filed a suit for 

divorce [4].  

(v) Special Marriage Act, 1954- Under this Act, the husband 

d or wife may seek dissolution of marriage on the ground that 

after the solemnization of marriage, the other r spouse e ha d 
voluntary sexual intercourse with any person other than his 

or her spouse. Sec. 23(1) of the Act provides: A petition for 

judicial separation may be presented to the district court 

either by the husband or wife.  

(a) On any of the ground s specified in sub - section (1)] an 

d sub-section (lA) of Section 27 on which a petition for 

divorce might have been presented; or  

(b) On the ground of failure to comply with a decree for 

restitution of conjugal rights; a n d the court, on being 

satisfied of the truth h of the statements mad e in such 

petition, and that there is no legal ground why the 

application should not be granted, an d decree judicial 

separation accordingly.” Thus, matrimonial laws 

generally allow judicial separation and divorce on the 

ground of adultery.  

  

Criminological Perception and Judicial Approach  
It winds up important to decide criminological discernments 

on adultery and judicial utilization of sec. 497, IPC. The 

section gives literary examination of sec. 497 which is 

likewise taken after and bolstered by definite investigation of 

the cases chose by the legal on sec. 497. Another striking 

element of the part is assurance of constitutionality of sec. 

497.  

 

SECTION 497 IPC  

The Latin word "adultery," which implies consensual 

intercourse between a married couple and another person, is 

extracted from the term "adulteration." In India, adultery is 

                                                           
3 Sec. 32(d), The Parsi Marriage and Dissolution Act, 1936  

4 Sec. 34, The Parsi Marriage and Dissolution Act, 1936  

5 Section 497 IPC, 1860.  

6 Olga Gomes v. M. Qomes, AIR 1959 Cal 451  

7 Hatim Khan v. State, AIR 1963 J&K 56  

also a reason for divorce under the Indian Penal Code as a 

misconduct. IPC regard adultery as an infringement of the 

spouse's right over his important fellow man and position it 

under Chapter XX on offenses that wed. Woman activists in 

India argue that the adultery law relies on the old 'love' 

thinking. It is based on the spouse's claim to his "spouse's 

“permanence and often considers that the wife is her spouse's 

land. This is counter to the soul of letters enshrined in the 

Indian Constitution.  

Section 497, IPC, which deal with adultery provides [5] 

Whoever has sexual intercourse with a person who is and 
whom he knows or has reason to believe to be the wife of 

another man, without the consent or connivance of that man, 

such sexual intercourse not amounting to the offence of rape, 

is guilty of the offence of adultery, and shall be punished with 

imprisonment of either description for a term which may 

extend to five years, or with fine, or with both. In such case 

the wife shall not be punishable as an abettor.  

Adultery is an offence which is committed by a third person 

against the husband in respect of his wife and the man alone 

is held guilty [6]. This means that adultery is an infringement 

of the right of the husband towards his wife and the law 

considers it as an offence. The reason for enacting the section 

is to punish those who interfere with the sacred relation of 

marriage. As adultery is an anti-social and illegal act, no 

peace loving citizen would like that it should be permitted 

under his nose [7]. Adultery is not committed by a married 

man who has sexual intercourse with an unmarried woman 
[8]. The Law Commission of India in its forty-second report 
[9] after discussion and careful considerations gave its opinion 

that exempting the wife from punishment under section 497 

should be removed and the punishment of five year 

imprisonment is unreal and should be reduced to two years.” 

Even the Joint Select Committee of Parliament was in favour 

of holding man and married woman at fault liable and 

favoured the deletion of last sentence i.e., "In such case the 

wife shall not be punished as an abettor." Thus, the 

Committee favoured a gender neutral clause. The legislature 

should take notice of social changes taking place in the Indian 

society. “The basic notion behind this provision is that the 

social goodwill should be promoted between the husband and 

wife by permitting them to make up the matrimonial tie rather 

than to drag to the criminal court [10]. They may condone the 

offence of adultery by method for 'forgive and forget' and can 

live independently regardless of whether formally or 

informally.” They may separate their relationship by taking 
divorce. Sec. 497 IPC and sec. 198 Cr.P.C. have all the 

earmarks of being in light of the imbalance in the status of 

spouse and that of spouse in the foundation of marriage in 

India. It accepts man is the tempter and the lady is an inactive 

casualty and he trespasses upon the conjugal property of 

another man. It is the spouse of the married lady who is an 

oppressed gathering and in this manner; law must approve 

him to stop a protestation against the guilty party. The 

married lady at blame isn't considered distressed gathering 

and thus blocked from documenting the protest. These two 

segments together manage the offense submitted by an 

outsider to the marriage who devastates the peace and 

8 Chidananda Reddy, Legal Bias Against Men, IV Lex Et Juris, 78 (1989)  

9 Forty Second Report, Law Commission of India, 327 (1971)  

10 Justice V. V. Raghavan, Law of Crimes, 768 (2001, 5* ed.)  
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protection of the wedding home. Society rebuffs such man 

who disregards the holiness of the foundation of marriage yet 

not the lady, who is additionally in charge of this 

infringement. As the failing lady isn't rebuffed under the 

segment, there is a turnaround separation for the lady rather 

than against her. “The spouse isn't rebuffed in light of the fact 

that she isn't wrongdoer according to law and law takes her 

as the casualty and not the creator of the wrongdoing.  

 

The essential ingredients to prove adultery are as follows 
(i) There must be sexual intercourse 
(ii) Woman must be married one 

(iii) The offender has knowledge or reasonable belief that the 

woman is married. 

(iv) Sexual intercourse was committed without consent or 

connivance of the husband of the woman. 

(v) The offence must not amount to rape. 

 

In State v. Mst. Kala, [11] Ranabhadran, CJ has given his 

opinion on the proof of marriage under section 497. To him 

the question of marriage would have been material in case the 

respondent had been prosecuted under section 497 or 498 

IPC. That not being the case here, he did not consider it 

necessary to go into the question any further.” The Supreme 

Court has held that sec. 497 IPC makes the man who confers 

adultery with the spouse of another man culpable however 

the spouse might not be culpable as an abettor [12]. The man 

might be rebuffed for detainment for a time of not more than 

five a long time or fine or both. Spouse is the victim and not 
the creator of the wrongdoing [13, 14]. The inquiry, in this 

manner, emerges regardless of whether married lady 

submitting adultery ought to be viewed as female criminal or 

not. “For all viable purposes and criminological perspective, 

conduct of such lady should fall inside the space of female 

culpability. In Bharat Lai v. Top Singh, it was held that the 

consent and connivance must be proved and not merely 

pleaded because a complaint is not treated as plaint [18]. 

 

Constitutionality of Section 497 IPC  
Sec. 497 IPC, which defines adultery and provides 

punishment for the offence has also faced three constitutional 

challenges. It has been argued that it is violative of Arts. 14, 

15 and 21 of the Constitution on many counts. With the 

passage of time, many changes have taken place in the 

society. Empowerment of women, sexual freedom, liberal 

values, and change in socioeconomic position has diluted the 
constitutionality of sec. 497.  

The question of constitutionality of sec. 497 IPC for the first 

time arose in Yusuf Abdul Aziz v. State [15] it was contended 

before the Bombay High Court that sec. 497 IPC was 

unconstitutional as it was in violation of Arts.14 and 15 (3) 

of the Constitution. [16] Sec. 497 IPC discriminated man and 

woman by making only the man responsible. It discriminated 

in favour of women and against men on the ground of sex. 

The historical background of sec. 497 and the prevailing 

social conditions which were oppressive to women and the 

unequal status of women led the High Court to uphold the 

                                                           
11 AIR 1957 HP 42  

12 V. Revathi v. Union of India, AIR 1988 SC 835  

13 Sowmithri Vishnu v. Union of India, AIR 1985 SC1618  

14 CrLJ 3545 (MP)  

15 AIR 1951 Bom. 47  

constitutional validity of sec. 497.” In this connection, 

Chagla, C. J. observed: “What led to this discrimination in 

this country is not the fact that women had a sex difference 

from that of man, but women in this country were so situated 

that special legislations are required to protect them and from 

this point of view one finds in sec. 497 a position which takes 

a sympathetic and charitable view of the weakness of women 

in India. The court observed that the alleged discrimination 

in favour of women is saved by Art. 15 (3) of the Constitution 

which permits the State to make any special provisions for 

women and children.”  
The matter again came up before the Supreme Court in Yusuf 

Abdul Aziz v. State of Bombay.21 The question before the 

court was whether sec. 497 IPC violated Arts. 14 and 15 of 

the Constitution. It was argued that the last sentence of sec. 

497 i.e. "in such case the wife shall not be punishable as an 

abettor" offended Arts 14 and 15. On behalf of the appellant, 

Art. 15(1) was relied but Art. 15(3) were overlooked. “The 

court rejected the argument that Art. 15(3) should be confined 

to provision beneficial to women and could not be used to 

give them a licence to commit and abet crimes.”  

Upholding the constitutional validity of sec. 497, with 

reference to the Arts. 14 and 15, the court observed: “ Art. 14 

is general and must be read with the other provisions which 

set out the ambit of fundamental rights. Sex is a sound 

classification and although there can be no discrimination in 

general on that ground, the Constitution itself provides for 

special provisions in the case of women and children. The 

two Articles read together validate the impugned clause in 
sec. 497, Penal Code.”  

In Sowmithri Vishnu v. Union of India,22 the question 

regarding the constitutional validity of sec. 497 IPC being 

contrary to Art. 14 of the Constitution made an irrational 

classification between man and woman. Following three 

grounds were pressed in service for its unconstitutionality:  

(i) Sec. 497 did not confer the right to wife to prosecute the 

woman, with whom her husband committed adultery,  

(ii) Sec. 497 did not confer any right on the wife to prosecute 
the husband guilty of committing adultery with the other 

woman, 

(iii) Sec. 497 did not deal with the cases where the husband 

has sexual relationship with unmarried woman.  
 

It was thus contended that sec. 497 violated Arts. 14, 15 and 

21 of the Constitution. The Supreme Court rejected the 

contention and held the provision valid. The court observed 

“In defining the offence of adultery so as to restrict the class 

of offenders to men, no constitutional provision is infringed. 

It is commonly accepted that it is the man who is the seducer 

and not the woman. This position may have undergone some 

change over the years but it is for the legislature to consider 

whether sec. 497 should be amended appropriately so as to 

take note of the transformation which the society has 

undergone.”  

Therefore the constitutional validity of sec. 497 is upheld on 

the ground that it is in favour of the woman as it restricts the 

woman from the purview of criminal law. In defining the 

16 “Art. 14 of the Constitution states: The state shall not deny to any 

person equality before the law or the equal protection of the laws witiiin 

tiie territoiy of India.”  

“Art. 15(3) says that: Nothing in Article 15 shall prevent the State from 

making anj special provisions for women and children”  

AIR 1954 SC 321  
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offence of adultery so as to restrict it to men only, no 

constitutional provision has been infringed. There may be 

some cases involving woman as seducer and some cases have 

been reported where women have made advances. There may 

be differences on the quantum of sentence but not on the 

constitutionality of sec. 497. It may be said that robbery is 

punishable with 10 years imprisonment but for adultery 

maximum punishment is 5 year imprisonment.  

The Law Commission of India in its forty second report 

recommended the retention of sec. 497 with the modification 

that, even the wife, who has sexual relation with a person 
other than her husband, should be punished for adultery. 

Although sec, 497 has repeatedly been held constitutionally 

valid for not violating Arts. 14, 15 and 21 of the Constitution, 

it is difficult to accept its retention in its present form. The 

administration of gender justice in society makes it 

imperative to empower women to prosecute erring husband 

or the married woman at fault. Objection may be raised 

against the provision on one more ground. The present 

provision was well when law regarded the personality of 

husband and wife as one.  

  

AIR 1985 SC 1618.  

Now it is no longer valid. Hence wife of the erring husband 

may be given right to prosecute her husband and the married 

woman at fault. Similarly husband should have right to 

prosecute his wife at fault.  

Be that as it may, segment 497 'isn't' agreeable to ladies at all 

or and no more, it conflicts with ladies' interests more than it 
serves their interests, on the grounds that:23  

1. “No spouse can convey to equity the admirer of her 

better half. Be that as it may, a spouse can, with the help 

of this segment, oppress his significant other's darling.  

2. If a married man is having an unsanctioned romance with 

an unmarried lady or a divorcee or a dowager, it should 

not be dealt with as adultery under this segment. 

Regardless of whether a man is having an undertaking 

with a married lady, it should not be dealt with to be a 

wrongdoing under this area, if the spouse of the lady 

agrees to it or if the issue is completed with his intrigue.” 

This adequately implies spouses can openly enjoy 

having extramarital issues with old maids, dowagers, 

whores or even married ladies straightforwardly or on 

the other hand in a roundabout way.  

3. Women can't document an instance of adultery against 

their spouses under this area, regardless of whether he is 
having an extramarital illicit relationship with a married 

lady. “Then again, the spouse of a philanderer wife 

cannot just record an instance of adultery against his 

significant other's darling and convey him to equity, 

under this segment, however can likewise petition for a 

divorce from his better half, on the ground of adultery, if 
the charges brought under this segment, are demonstrated.  

4. Last but not least, the section would not allow any 

provision allowing the court to hear a lady the wife is 

suspected of having enjoyed an immoral extra marital 

partnership. 4) Although this section was described by 

men's rights advocates as a professional lady and a male-

friendly relationship, it was just that a wicked wife was 

not repudiated for adultery and she was the guy she was 
posing to with adultery who goes behind a bar.” This 

section practically embarrasses and holds the ladies as a 

class far from being a legal insurance.  

  

“Avik Ghatak, ‘Section 497 (Adultery) of the Indian Penal 

Code - The MYTH and the REALITY” 

 

Conclusion 
The general population have experienced tremendous reform 

in these 150 years following the codification of the Penal 

Code; women are not deemed to have much advantage ever. 

During the post-PC era, numerous laws were ordered to 

reduce the position of women during any lifetime from the 

customary disconnections and subordinations arrangement 

until now. Ladies take interest in all the work of changing the 
country and a constructive thinking has shifted in the social 

manner of interacting with the woman. In the 21st century 

this legislation is undoubtedly in contrast with all the state-

of-the-art ideals of feminine status and the safe spirit of 

gender equality. The corrective arrangement of adultery as it 

now is harms the constitution which takes equity for each 

subject into consideration and which is not separated on sex 

grounds. The state of "exceptional arrangement" for women 

cannot be applied to make self-confident attention to such 

division, such as owing to adultery, through the law creating. 

Unlawful should be announced in section 497 of the IPC 

which handles adultery. The plan for modification would 

guarantee the balance of sexual identity and expand the 

partnership between the couples if approved by a professional 

expert. Essentially, in addition to commencing lawful 

litigation with a view to addressing the criminal duty of the 

"untouchable" to the destruction of marriage, the 

husband/wife of the errant party could not be entitled solely 
to obtain divorce from any existence complice. These reforms 

are to take the present "social change," which ensures that 

women's correspondence and the holy spirit of justice of 

sexual identity become a fact.  

Proposal for Legal Reform: Thinking about the social, 

authentic and religious standards, area 497 ought not to be 

expelled from the IPC yet it is prescribed that both the man 

and the spouse ought to be made liable as there is no 

legitimate avocation "for not treating the liable match alike". 

The discipline for adultery ought to likewise be downsized 

from the greatest discipline from five years to two a long time 

as the current discipline seems to be "unbelievable and not 

call for in any conditions". The prescribed area is as per the 

following:  

"Whoever has sexual intercourse with a man who is, and 

whom he or she knows, or then again has motivation to 

accept, to accept to be the spouse or husband by and large, of 
someone else, such sexual intercourse not adding up to the 

offense of assault, submits adultery, and should be rebuffed 

with detainment of either depiction for a term which may 

stretch out to five years, or with fine, or with both."  
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